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Introduction

I Problem: Multiclass action detection in complex video scenes.

I Action detection: Identify which type of action occurs and
specify when (spatial location in each frame) and when
(temporal location).

I Proposal: A new Random Forest-based template matching

method. It's accurate and much faster than many other

algorithms.
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Introduction

I The proposed method summarized:

I Each video sequence is characterized by a collection of
spatio-temporal interest points (STIPs).

I Training: A Random Forest (RF) is built to model the
distribution of STIPs.

I Testing:

I Each point is run through the RF, providing an individual
voting score toward each action type.

I Video is downsampled. We �nd the spatio-temporal video
subvolume with the maximum total mututal information score
(via a fast top-K subvolume search algorithm).
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Introduction
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Multiclass Action Recognition

I An action is represented as a collection of STIPs.
I A STIP is d ∈ RN , a N-dimensional feature vector. Denote

class label set as C = {1, 2, . . . ,C}
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Multiclass Action Recognition

I The voting score sc(dq) is formulated as:

I P(C = c) is a prior, so the problem is to compute the

posterior P(C = c | dq).
I They approximate this probability with a Random Forest.
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Multiclass Action Recognition: Random Forest

I How they generate trees:

1. We have N STIPs in the training set, de�ned as

{(xi , yi ), i = 1, 2, . . . ,N}, where xi = (x1i , x
2
i ); x

1
i ∈ R72 and

x2i ∈ R90 refer to the HoG (Histogram of Gradient) and HoF

(Histogram of Flow). yi ∈ C is the label of the STIP.

2. We generate τ ∈ {1, 2} to indicate the feature type to use.

3. Generate the dimension index e1 and e2 and compute feature

di�erence .
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Multiclass Action Recognition: Random Forest

4 For each xi we assign it to the left child if

or to the right if

. The threshold is selected by

minimizing binary classi�cation error
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Multiclass Action Recognition: Random Forest

I They perform this tree construction process 200 times and

select the one with smallest classi�cation error.

I Now, how to compute P(C = c | dq) with a random

forest?

I Suppose we have M trees. For a tree Ti , a STIP dq falls in a

leaf with N+
i positive samples and N−

i negative samples. The

psoterior distribution of dq can be approximated by the

average density of the M nodes in M di�erent trees as
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Multiclass Action Recognition: Random Forest

I Then we reformulate the voting score:
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Multiclass Action Recognition: Random Forest

I Advantages of Random forest:
I Is way faster than locality sensitive hash nearest network

approach,
I the label information is integrated in the trees,
I and the construction of random forest is �exible, as it is easy

to combine other types of feature descriptors and spatial
information of STIPs.
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Action Detection and Localization

I The purpose of action detection is to �nd a subvolume V with

the maximum similarity to the prede�ned action type. With

each STIP being associated with an individual score sc(dq),
our goal is to �nd the video subvolume with the maximum

score
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Action Detection and Localization

I our goal is to �ns spatial windows W ∗ that maximizes

where W is a spatial window and T a temporal segment. This way

we separate the temporal parameter. the complexity is linear in

time, which is usually the largest of dimensions. This, however, is

not very e�ective with high resolution videos. To quicken the

process the authors propose tow things: Donsampling and Top-k

search algorithm.
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Action Detection and Localization: Downsampling.

I To handle high-resolution videos, the technique is to spatially

down-sample the video space by a factor before the

branch-and-bound search. Note that the interest point

detection, descriptor extraction, and the scores are all done in

the original video sequence.
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Action Detection and Localization: Downsampling.

, graphically, these are two score images:

the red rectangle is the solution of the downsampled version. Is

worse than the one of the original space (orange-ish rectangle):

.
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Action Detection and Localization: Downsampling.

I To further analyze that approximation error, the authors

introduce a theorem:
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Action Detection and Localization: Downsampling.

I That theoretical analysis is consistent with the numerical

experiments they performed.
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Action Detection and Localization: Top-K Search Algorithm.

I The next slide contains the Top-K seach algorithm. I am very

with it.
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Experiments: Action Classi�cation

I Database: KTH dataset (publicly available). Clips from 16

subjects for training, the other 9 for testing.
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Experiments: Action Detection

I Database: KTH dataset (publicly available). Clips from 16

subjects for training. for testing, they use the challenging

dataset MSRII of 54 video sequences where each video consist

of several actions performed by di�erent people in crowded

environment.

I Each MSRII video is approximately one minute long.
I The videos contain three di�erent types of actions:

handwaving, handclapping, and boxing.
I Some videos contain di�erent people performing di�erent

actions simultaneously. There are also instances where a
person performs two di�erent actions consecutively.

I KTH walking data is the negative dataset when constructing

forests.

I Parameters like A or K are �xed by hand.
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Experiments: Action Detection

I Tested methods:
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Experiments: Action Detection
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Experiments: Action Detection
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Experiments: Action Detection
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Conclusion

Main contributions:

I The proposed a random forest-based voting technique to

compute the scores of the interest points, which achieves a

multiple orders-of-magnitude speed-up compared with the

nearest-neighbor-based scoring scheme.

I Top-k search technique which detects multiple action instances

simultaneously with a single round of branch-and-bound

search.

I To reduce the computational complexity of searching higher

resolution videos, they performed a subvolume search on the

down-sampled score volumes.
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Conclusion

Results:

I The experiments have been made with challenging videos.

I The results show that the proposed system is robust to

dynamic and cluttered background and is able to perform

faster-than real-time action detection on high-resolution

videos.
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